Congressman hits war, ABM

The following telegram appeared in the April 17 Harvard Crimson: DEAR PRESIDENT FUSEY: AS YOU MAY RECOLLECT, I'M UP FOR ELECTION ON THE BOARD OF OVERSEERS, AND WOULD LIKE TO WIN, AND AM SUF- FICIENTLY OPINED TO RECOGNIZE THAT CASTIGATING YOUR ACTION IN CALLING THE POLICE WILL NOT NECESSARILY GAIN ME ALL THE VOTES OF OLD ALUMNI, NONE-THELESS, I HUSH HAPPILY TO SAY THAT YOU ARE CONCEIVABLY A LIAR IN PRETENDING HASTE AND NIGHTSTICKS WERE NECESSARY TO SOLVE AN EX- PLOSIVE SITUATION FOR WHICH RECENT HISTORY MIGHT HAVE PREPARED YOU WITH MANY AN ALTERNATIVE, AND YOUR PHOTOGRAPHERS REVEAL YOU AS INCOR- RUSTABLY CLOSE-MOUTHED. I AM SIMULTANEOUSLY RE- LEASING THE TEXT OF THIS TELEGRAM WITH THE HAVARD CRIMSON FOR PUBLICATION, YOURS I HOPE, AT THE FIRST

MEETING NEXT YEAR OF THE BOARD OF OVERSEERS UN- LESS, KIND YOUD, YOU FIND IN THE INTERNET THAT YOU GONNA GO. FUTURES IN TRUST.

Norman Mailer

From the intercollegiate Press, Mandel's College's Judicial Boards are now operating under a new constitu- tion. One interesting section states that the Board will not hear cases concern- ing drug use, but rather that these will be handled by the college itself. Also, the St. Paul, Min- nesota, school issues that no record of judicial cases is placed on transcripts, and that members of the board may be disqualified because of prejudice. A course in human sexuality has been set up jointly for Smith and Amherst students. The lectures are to discuss psychosexual re- lationships, anatomy, sex techniques and respect, contraception, and birth. With an enrollment of 400, an attempt will be made to maintain a one-to-one ratio between Smith and Amherst stu- dents.

STUDY IN CUENAVACA

SPRING TERM 1970

ALTERNATIVES IN EDUCATION

A THREE MONTH TERM

Twelve seminars on the practice and ideology of school- ing, especially in Latin America, and the investigation of alternative educational possibilities. The aim is to de- velop a fundamental critique of existing and alternative educational systems. Seminars are scheduled to accommodate students from U.S., Canadian (Quarter or Semester Plan) can be combined with Intensive Spanish and other courses at CICOD

With

CICOD-SPRING 1970

APPO.479, Cuernavaca, Mexico

DEFERRING GRADUATE SCHOOL?

The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory likes to start its world-wide network of correlating tracking stations with men of unusual intelligence and ability. The trouble is, of course, that most such men are either still in school or already spoken for by one or another of the programs. The men we want are really PhDs, pretty ambi- tious, who are convinced they can not be content with the hope that they will get positions, and who are willing to work hard to get them. If you are available and a specialist in electronics, whether by academic training or through practical experience, contact us through your college. Dr. J. E. Tingay, Personnel Administrator, (617) 934-7930.

SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY

60 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts

An Equal Opportunity Employer

This campus is crawling with leg men

Your legs get the once-over every time you cross a room. And don't bother bed- ing good. Once over with the sleek new Lady Norelco, and they will. The rest of you will, too, because the Lady Norelco isn't just a fast, close, comfortable leg shaver. It's a fast, close, gentle underarm shaver too. And it's even an easy- to-handle trimmer that takes off those wispies little neck strands that sneak up on Saisons between appointments. It's a whole new way to stay good-looking. In the new Norelco Ladieshave pictured at right. It comes in a purple and white travel case and a good job of pampering your legs, underarms and pocket- book.

Lady Norelco and Norelco ladies. Two fabulous new ladies' shavers. For the benefit of man.

Norelco you can't get any closer

Partnem Restaurant

AUTHENTIC GREEK CUISINE

EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES

UNIQUE HELLINIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

OPEN EVERY DAY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Extremely Moderate Prices

For Reservations Call 481-5792

924 Mess. Ave. (Between Harvard and Central Squared)